Treatment with immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory agents delays onset of canine genetic narcolepsy and reduces symptom severity
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Abstract

All Doberman pinschers and Labrador retrievers homozygous for a mutation of the hypocretin (orexin) receptor-2 (hcrtr2) gene develop narcolepsy under normal conditions. Degenerative changes and increased display of major histocompatibility complex class II antigens have been linked to symptom onset in genetically narcoleptic Doberman pinschers. This suggests that the immune system may contribute to neurodegenerative changes and narcoleptic symptomatology in these dogs. We therefore attempted to alter the course of canine genetic narcolepsy, as an initial test of principle, by administering a combination of three immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory drugs chosen to suppress the immune response globally. Experimental dogs were treated with a combination of methylprednisolone, methotrexate and azathioprine orally starting within 3 weeks after birth, and raised in an environment that minimized pathogen exposure. Symptoms in treated and untreated animals were quantified using the food elicited cataplexy test (FECT), modified FECT and actigraphy. With drug treatment, time to cataplexy onset more than doubled, time spent in cataplexy during tests was reduced by more than 90% and nighttime sleep periods were consolidated. Short-term drug administration to control dogs did not reduce cataplexy symptoms, demonstrating that the drug regimen did not directly affect symptoms. Treatment was stopped at 6 months, after which experimental animals remained less symptomatic than controls until at least 2 years of age. This treatment is the first shown to affect symptom development in animal or human genetic narcolepsy. Our findings show that hcrtr2 mutation is not sufficient for the full symptomatic development of canine genetic narcolepsy and suggest that the immune system may play a role in the development of this disorder.
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Introduction

Narcolepsy is a disabling disorder characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness and disrupted nighttime sleep. Most narcoleptics also experience episodes of motor paralysis during wakefulness, called cataplexy, usually triggered by the sudden onset of strong emotions, and some experience episodes of motor paralysis at sleep onset or offset, called sleep paralysis. Hypnagogic hallucinations and the abnormal occurrence of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep at sleep onset also accompany the disorder. Narcolepsy affects approximately one in 2000 individuals (Aldrich, 1998; Scammell, 2003).

Canine narcoleptics have symptoms and drug responses that closely parallel those seen in human narcolepsy with cataplexy (Mignot et al., 1992; Mitler, 1976; Siegel et al., 1991). It has been shown that mutations in the hypocretin receptor-2 (hcrtr2) gene are the cause of inherited narcolepsy in Doberman pinschers and Labrador retrievers (Lin et al., 1999). In contrast, in most human cases, no mutation is present in either the preprohypocretin gene or the known Hcrt receptor genes (Peyron et al., 2000). Instead, 80–90% of the hypocretin (Hcrt) cells in the hypothalamus are lost in most human cases (Thannickal et al., 2000a,b) and preprohypocretin mRNA in the hypothalamus is undetectable (Peyron et al., 2000). It is hypothesized that autoimmune processes cause the disorder in humans (Honda et al., 1984).
It is also possible that the immune system contributes to the development of genetic narcolepsy. Symptoms are not present at birth in genetically narcoleptic dogs, but develop gradually over 4–6 months (Riehl et al., 1998), in all dogs. Hct cell somas are not lost in canine genetic narcolepsy (Thannickal et al., 2000a,b); however, during symptom onset, degenerative changes occur in the amygdala, hypothalamus and septal nucleus (Siegel et al., 1999), regions with major roles in sleep control and in the integration of emotions that can trigger cataplexy (Gulyani et al., 2002), and which either contain or are innervated by Hct cells (Nambu et al., 1999; Peyron et al., 1998). Increased major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC-II) expression by microglia is also seen during symptom onset, indicating immune system activation (Tafti et al., 1996). Once symptoms have developed, dogs vary in the severity of their symptomatology, even within litters. In addition, peritoneal macrophages are depolarized by Hct (Ichinose et al., 1998), suggesting a direct link between Hct and the immune system.

Because immunological factors may be important in canine genetic narcolepsy, we have assessed the effects of three widely used immunosuppressive an anti-inflammatory medications, chosen to suppress the immune system globally, on the development of the disorder, as an initial test of principle. We treated dogs with methylprednisolone, azathioprine and methotrexate from soon after birth until 6 months of age. Methylprednisolone, a corticosteroid, reduces the numbers of circulating T and B cells, inhibits T- and B-cell activation and proliferation and can inhibit antibody synthesis. Azathioprine inhibits T- and B-cell proliferation, by inhibiting DNA synthesis. Methotrexate reduces inflammation and antibody synthesis, by blocking folic acid-dependent pathways necessary for DNA synthesis (Roitt et al., 2003). In combination, these drugs potently suppress a wide array of immune functions. We tested the hypothesis that treatment with these drugs would delay symptom onset and produce a permanent reduction of symptom severity.

Materials and methods

Animals

Five litters of genetically narcoleptic (nine females, five males) and one litter of normal Doberman pinscher dogs (for actigraphy studies; four females, two males) were studied. Seven narcoleptic dogs (two males, five females) were treated, and seven narcoleptic dogs (three males, four females) were not treated and served as controls. All procedures were approved by the Animal Research Committee of the University of California at Los Angeles and by the Animal Studies Committee of the Sepulveda Veterans Administration Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System, in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publications No. 80-23), revised 1996.

All dogs were bred by artificial insemination. They were weaned between 3 and 6 weeks of age. All dogs were raised indoors in a clean environment. Their rooms were cleaned and disinfected daily, by washing the floor and all other accessible areas with a 1.8% bleach solution. Shoe covers, garment covers, hair covers, gloves and masks were worn by all caretakers to minimize dogs’ exposure to pathogens. Because treated dogs could not be vaccinated due to their immunosuppressed status, untreated dogs were also left unvaccinated.

Drug regime

The first litter was treated starting at 21 days of age; all subsequent litters were treated starting at 3 days of age. Treated dogs were given methylprednisolone (1.0 mg/kg PO, 1×/day at 7 AM; Rugby Laboratories, Inc., Rockville Centre, NY), azathioprine (1.0 mg/kg PO, 2×/day, in AM and PM; Glaxo Wellcome Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC) and methotrexate (0.3 mg/kg PO, 1×/week; Mylan Pharmaceuticals Inc., Morgantown, WV). Dogs were weighed daily until 2 months of age, and twice weekly thereafter, to determine correct dosages. For dogs up to 3 weeks of age, drugs were given by nasogastric feeding tube, in the form of ground pills dissolved or suspended in water. Untreated littersmates were given the same volumes of water by nasogastric feeding tube whenever their littersmates were given drugs. For dogs older than 3 weeks of age, drugs were given as pills in balls of food; untreated dogs were given balls of food not containing pills. Treated dogs were closely monitored behaviorally and physically for indications of toxicity or illness. Blood was drawn once per week, for blood tests to monitor the health of the treated animals. Complete blood counts, differentials and chemistry panels were used to provide an index of immunosuppression or toxicity and to alert us to secondary infections. Lymphocyte counts ranged from 450 to 2000/μl and averaged 1200/μl, which is approximately 20% of normal levels for young dogs (Bounous, 1995). Growth was diminished relative to littersmates, which is a well-known consequence of corticosteroid administration (Goldman and Bennett, 2000). Dogs were treated as necessary for infections. Indications of liver toxicity sometimes required temporary reductions in dosage of medications, which were restored when liver function returned to acceptable levels, as is also the practice in managing immunosuppressive treatments in humans. When dogs reached 6 months of age, azathioprine and methotrexate were discontinued, and methylprednisolone was tapered by 20% every 2 weeks, until it was discontinued at 9 months of age.

Four untreated narcoleptic dogs were given short-term drug treatments, using the same medications at the same dosages as were given to treated dogs, to determine the direct effects of these drugs on cataplexy. One 3-month-old dog (female) was treated for 3 days, and later, at age 6 months, was treated for 2 weeks. Three 4-month-old dogs (one male, two female) were treated for 5 days.
Cataplexy testing

Animals were tested starting between 6 and 8 weeks of age. The first litter of immunosuppressed and control dogs was tested 6 days per week. Subsequent litters were tested three times per week. The tests were administered between 5 PM and 6 PM for all litters; treated and untreated littermates were tested in randomized order.

The food elicited cataplexy test (FECT) measures the time it takes to consume a fixed amount of food arranged in a pattern on the floor. A non-symptomatic animal eats the food in a minimal amount of time. However, a symptomatic animal has cataplectic attacks elicited by food consumption. These attacks interrupt food consumption, increasing the time taken to complete the FECT. The FECT was done by placing six balls of 1/3 cup of food in a straight line, at 12-cm intervals, and allowing the animal to make its way through all of the food. The food used for the tests was a 50%/50% mixture of Eukanuba Large Breed Puppy dry chow (IAMS, Dayton, OH) and Pedigree Puppy canned food (Kal Kan Foods, Vernon, CA).

The modified FECT, or mFECT, was done by placing a bowl of food in front of the animal and allowing the animal to eat. This test duplicated the usual feeding situation the animals experienced, with the addition of canned food. The same amount and mixture of food was used for this test as for the FECT. The dog was observed for 10 min, starting with the introduction of the food bowl. Cataplexy time was scored when any of the following criteria were present: falling, collapse of the fore or hind limbs, sagging posture with minimized movements and/or swaying, interruption of eating caused by jaw hypotonia, drooping eyelids and drooping tail. The amount of time spent in cataplexy during the test was recorded.

Four dogs were videotaped over a 2-week period during all cataplexy testing sessions so that the scoring could be compared to scoring of the videotaped test by another researcher blind to the treatment condition of the animal.

A videotape was made of the first litter at 2.5 months of age, showing FECTs and play behavior.

Actigraphy

The activity of dogs was monitored continuously for 24 h/day with collar-mounted actigraphs (Actiwatch, Mini Mitter, Sundriver, OR) while the animals remained in their usual housing. Three treated narcoleptic, three untreated narcoleptic and six normal dogs, age 5 months, were monitored for 9 days. Data were downloaded to a personal computer with an inductively coupled Actiwatch reader and further analyzed by a program of our design, which was used to score sleep. Prior work, in which narcoleptic and normal dogs were monitored simultaneously by polygraphic and actigraphic means, demonstrated that noninvasive actigraphic monitoring alone is sufficient to determine sleep and waking periods (John et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2002). A reduction in activity below a threshold of 10 actigraphic units in each 1 min epoch was used to identify the onset and duration of sleep bouts. The numbers of sleep bouts of different lengths in the dark period were analyzed by computer.

Data analysis

Ages at cataplexy onset in treated vs. untreated narcoleptic dogs were compared by \( t \) test with Bonferroni correction. Means ± SEM are reported. FECT and mFECT data were analyzed by ANOVA, and \( t \) tests with Bonferroni correction were used to determine the significance of differences between the cataplexy scores of treated and untreated animals at given ages. To analyze the results of short-term drug treatment, \( t \) tests with Bonferroni correction were used to compare FECT or mFECT scores before, during, or after treatment. The distributions of sleep bout length derived from actigraphic data were analyzed by ANOVA, with Tukey’s post hoc test to determine whether, for a given sleep bout length, the numbers of sleep bouts were significantly different between pairs of treatment groups. Mean sleep bout length was analyzed by \( t \) test with Bonferroni correction. Means ± SEM are reported for mean sleep bout length.

Results

Drug treatment delayed cataplexy onset

Drug treatment more than doubled the time from birth to cataplexy onset (Fig. 1). The mean age of onset of cataplexy was 27.4 ± 2.5 days for the untreated dogs and 72.0 ± 27.7 days for the treated dogs. Drug treatment started at 3 weeks of age for the first litter and at 3 days of age for the subsequent four litters. The difference between the groups was significant (\( F = 17.9; df = 1.12; P < 0.001; t \) test with Bonferroni correction). Means ± SEM are shown.
days for the treated dogs. The difference between the groups was highly significant \( (F = 17.9; df = 1,12; P < 0.001) \).

**Drug treatment reduced severity of cataplexy**

Cataplexy reaches its peak severity by 4–6 months of age in the genetically narcoleptic dog (Riehl et al., 1998); thus, dogs were tested up to 6 months of age, and treatment of the experimental animals was discontinued and tapered starting at that age. For all litters, the amount of cataplexy was greatly reduced in the immunosuppressed dogs \( (F = 33.4; df = 1,725; P < 0.001; \text{ANOVA}) \).

Treated dogs in the first litter had significantly less cataplexy than did their littermates up to 6 months of age, as measured by FECT time \( (F = 137.0; df = 1,343; P < 0.001; \text{Fig. 2A}) \). The first litter was tested 6 days per week. Perhaps as a result of this repetition, the dogs increasingly learned to delay cataplexy until after food consumption, and this post-feeding cataplexy, often of long duration, was therefore not being quantified according to standard FECT scoring rules. When narcoleptic dogs are tested less frequently, FECT scores typically increase up to 4–6 months of age (Riehl et al., 1998); here, untreated dogs’ scores decreased over time. Even so, the treated animals had substantially less cataplexy each month than their untreated littermates \( (P < 0.001, \text{ages 2–4 months}; P < 0.05, \text{age 5 months}; t\text{-test with Bonferroni correction}) \). Because of this unanticipated learning effect, however, we changed the test to the mFECT (see Materials and methods) at 6 months of age. After switching to the mFECT, this learning effect was absent (Fig. 2A).

Subsequent litters were tested by mFECT rather than FECT. Cataplexy intensity as assessed in this way was markedly reduced by the immunosuppression regimen (Fig. 2B). Time spent in cataplexy during mFECT tests during all months up to 6 months of age was significantly and markedly reduced for treated dogs compared to controls \( (F = 145.6; df = 1,330; P < 0.001); \) differences were significant for each month \( (P < 0.001, \text{ages 1, 3, 4, 5 months}; P = 0.001, \text{age 2 months}) \).

FECT and mFECT scores did not reflect observer bias. Scoring of FECTs and mFECTs by researchers blind to the treatment condition of the dogs deviated by less than 6% on average from scores by researchers regularly testing dogs.

The behavior of treated vs. untreated littermates during an FECT can be seen in the video. The normal play behavior of the treated dogs is also shown (see Video).

The first litter was studied again at 2 years of age, long after medications had been withdrawn. Significant differences in cataplexy symptoms remained at 2 years of age \( (t = 3.436; df = 50; P = 0.001; \text{Fig. 2A}) \), indicating that the reduction in symptoms is permanent and not dependent upon the presence of the immunosuppressive drugs.

**Short-term treatment did not reduce cataplexy**

We considered the possibility that the reduction of symptoms during treatment was mediated by a direct effect of the treatment drugs on symptoms, rather than by long-term effects that prevented the development of symptoms. To determine the acute effect of our drug regimen on cataplexy, one of the otherwise untreated narcoleptic dogs was administered the same drugs as being given to treated littermates, for a 3-day period at 3 months of age, and for a 2-week period at 6 months of age (Figs. 3A, B). These transient treatments did not reduce

---

**Fig. 2.** Drug treatment reduced cataplexy severity. (A) Treated dogs in the first litter had significantly less cataplexy than did their littermates up to 6 months of age, as measured by FECT time \( (F = 137.0; df = 1,343; P < 0.001) \). From 6 months of age onwards, dogs were tested by mFECT. Significant differences in cataplexy symptoms remained at 2 years of age \( (t = 3.436; df = 50; P = 0.001), \) long after medications had been withdrawn, indicating that the reduction in symptoms is permanent and not dependent upon the presence of the immunosuppressive drugs. (B) For subsequent litters, time spent in cataplexy during mFECT tests during all months up to 6 months of age was significantly and markedly reduced for treated dogs compared to controls \( (F = 145.6; df = 1,330; P < 0.001) \). Means ± SEM are shown; *\( P < 0.05, **P < 0.001, t\text{-test with Bonferroni correction.} \)**
cataplexy; instead, cataplexy was nonsignificantly increased during treatment, as measured by FECT.

Three of the otherwise untreated narcoleptic dogs from subsequent litters underwent a 5-day course of immunosuppression at 4.5 months of age, using the same doses being given to their littermates. As in the first litter, these treatments did not reduce cataplexy symptoms, as measured by mFECT (Fig. 3C).

**Drug treatment lengthened nighttime sleep bouts**

To assess the effect of immunosuppressive treatment on sleep fragmentation, we used actigraphy to quantify the duration and distribution of sleep periods non-invasively. We studied the sleep patterns of treated and untreated littermates at 5 months of age, together with those of normal dogs of the same age and breed.

In treated dogs, nighttime sleep was less fragmented than in untreated narcoleptic dogs, and was similar to that of normal dogs. Untreated dogs had more short sleep bouts (≤6 min) and fewer long sleep bouts (6–12 min, 12–18 min, 18–24 min, 24–30 min, >30 min) than did treated or normal dogs. The sleep bout length distributions of normal and treated narcoleptic dogs both differed significantly from that of untreated narcoleptic dogs (normal vs. untreated: F = 22.1; df = 5,474; P < 0.001; treated vs. untreated: F = 27.0; df = 5,312; P < 0.001; ANOVA), but not from each other (Fig. 4).

Mean sleep bout durations were also increased by 31% in treated narcoleptic dogs compared to littermate controls (t = 5.157; df = 52; P < 0.001). The average sleep bout length was 9.1 ± 1.2 min for treated dogs, as compared to 7.4 ±

---

**Fig. 3.** Short-term drug administration did not reduce cataplexy, demonstrating that the reduction of symptoms during treatment was not mediated by a direct effect of the treatment drugs on symptoms. (A) FECT times were not reduced during a 3-day treatment of an otherwise untreated narcoleptic dog, age 3 months, from the first litter. Drugs were administered at the same dosages as were given to treated dogs. (B) FECT times were not reduced when the same dog was treated for a 2-week period at 6 months of age. (C) Time spent in cataplexy during mFECTs was not reduced for three transiently treated narcoleptic dogs from subsequent litters. These otherwise untreated dogs underwent a 5-day course of immunosuppression at 4.5 months of age, receiving drugs at the same dosages as were given to treated littermates. Means ± SEM are shown.

**Fig. 4.** Drug treatment lengthened nighttime sleep bouts as measured by actigraphy. The activity of dogs was monitored continuously for 24 h/day with collar-mounted actigraphs while the animals remained in their usual housing. Actigraphs were worn for 9 days by three treated narcoleptic dogs, three untreated narcoleptic dogs and six normal dogs, age 5 months. Untreated dogs had more short sleep bouts (≤6 min) and fewer long sleep bouts (6–12 min, 12–18 min, 18–24 min, 24–30 min, >30 min) than did treated or normal dogs. The sleep bout length distributions of normal and treated narcoleptic dogs both differed significantly from that of untreated narcoleptic dogs (normal vs. untreated: F = 22.1; df = 5,474; P < 0.001; treated vs. untreated: F = 27.0; df = 5,312; P < 0.001; ANOVA), but not from each other. Values shown are means ± SEM; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, Tukey’s test.
Our findings demonstrate that the presence of protective measures prevents symptom development permanently. This reduction in severity was not due to acute effects of the immunosuppressive medications. Symptoms were not clearly less common in treated dogs than in untreated littermates. There were several significant differences between treated and untreated littermates. Drug treatment produced very large and long lasting differences in symptom development between treated and untreated littermates.

Because one significant effect of these drugs is immunosuppression, our results suggest that the immune system may be involved in the full expression of genetic narcolepsy. The hcrtr2 mutation in genetically narcoleptic dogs may produce its effects not only via the direct effects of the resulting loss of functional Hcrt2 on Hcrt signal transduction, but perhaps also by initiating immunological and degenerative changes. Reduced Hcrt transmission, due to a loss of Hcrt2 function, could result in mutant hcrtr2 expressing neurons receiving insufficient stimulus to maintain fully normal function or synaptic connections. In addition, the absence of Hcrt2 function might cause such cells to develop abnormally to the extent that they would elicit an immune response. The immune system could then be recruited to damage or destroy such cells and to remove any debris. Although such neurons would be functioning suboptimally before damage were to occur, their loss, or partial loss, and any subsequent formation of abnormal connections, could result in worsening symptoms. Immunosuppression, by preventing this pathological neuronal damage, could allow these neurons to carry out some functions despite the absence of functional Hcrt2. Because macrophages have a functional receptor for Hcrt (Ichinose et al., 1998), it is also possible that the hcrtr2 mutation could cause a dysregulation of central immunological processes, which could lead to neurodegeneration and an intensification of symptoms over time.

The scenario outlined above would not be entirely without precedent. The immune system has been shown to play a role in the development of other genetic disorders. In the cerebral form of adrenoleukodystrophy, inflammatory demyelination eventually results in death. Populations of oligodendrocytes and microglia are specifically affected by the disorder; perhaps surprisingly, oligodendrocytic death appears to be due primarily to CD8+ T-cell-mediated cytolysis, rather than apoptosis (Ito et al., 2001). In inherited dystrophin-deficient myopathies, including Duchenne muscular dystrophy in humans, pathological changes in muscle are caused in part by the activities of CD8+ T-lymphocytes and other immune cells (Spencer and Tidball, 2001).

The medications used in this study have effects other than immunosuppression, however, and the reduction in symptoms that we observed could be mediated by drug-induced changes in the brain that do not involve the immune system. For example, manipulation of monoaminergic systems produces some of the most potent pharmacological effects on cataplexy. Neonatal administration of glucocorticoids is known to cause changes in monoamine synthesis, turnover and concentrations in the rat brain, with some changes seen early on and other changes observed in adulthood (Bakker et al., 2001). Serotonin concentrations in brain regions containing serotonergic cell bodies and projections are slightly decreased in rats up to 3 weeks of age treated neonatally (Yuwiler et al., 1978). Such a de-
crease, if it occurs in dogs, could be expected to exacerbate cataplexy symptoms mildly (Mignot et al., 1993). In contrast, brain serotonin concentrations are elevated in adult rats treated neonatally (Bakker et al., 2001), which, if true in dogs, should improve symptoms in adult animals to a limited extent (Mignot et al., 1993). Glucocorticoid effects on norepinephrine signaling are less clear, although evidence from prenatal glucocorticoid treatment of rats suggests that brain norepinephrine levels and turnover could be reduced throughout a significant portion of pre-adult life (Bakker et al., 2001; Bian et al., 1993). This would be expected to result in worsened cataplexy symptoms (Wu et al., 1999). Thus, methylprednisolone, a glucocorticoid, could affect cataplexy by modulating monoaminergic systems, although it is unclear whether methylprednisolone administration would be expected to improve or worsen cataplexy. Treatment with methotrexate may decrease brain serotonin synthesis (Fredrikson et al., 1994; Johnston et al., 1986; Silverstein and Johnston, 1986; Silverstein et al., 1986), which should worsen cataplexy. No effects of azathioprine on brain monoamines have been reported. Overall, it is not certain whether the drugs used in this study would be expected to have had a significant long-term effect on the cataplexy symptoms of dogs in this study via effects on monoaminergic systems; short-term drug administration had no effect on cataplexy. As for effects of these drugs on nighttime sleep consolidation, methylprednisolone administration would be expected to have reduced sleep continuity in treated dogs, in contrast with the improved sleep continuity we observed; elevated levels of glucocorticoids, whether in Cushing’s disease or depression or from exogenous administration, are known to increase sleep latency and wake time (Steiger, 2002). No effects of methotrexate or azathioprine on sleep have been reported.

It has been shown that single injections of thalidomide, an immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory drug (Barnhill and McDougall, 1982; Matthews and McCoy, 2003), aggravates cataplexy in adult hcrtr2 mutant dogs (Kanbayashi et al., 1996). However, the neurodegenerative process that we have observed peaks when animals are 2–3 months of age, with no indication of ongoing degeneration in adult, symptomatic dogs (Siegel et al., 1999). Acute treatment with thalidomide could not, therefore, influence the underlying degenerative process. Thalidomide has hypnotic properties, increasing both REM and non-REM sleep times (Cohen, 1960; Kanbayashi et al., 1996). The hypnotic effects of this drug, rather than its anti-inflammatory properties, may account for its aggravation of cataplexy.

Most human cases of narcolepsy are not caused by genetic mutations in any of the known Hcrt system genes (Peyron et al., 2000). Instead, approximately 85–95% of all narcoleptics with cataplexy possess the human leukocyte antigen DQB1*0602, a gene that is present in 20–30% of the normal population (Honda et al., 1984; Mignot, 1998). Furthermore, there is a lack of concordance in the majority of human identical twin pairs in which one member has narcolepsy (Douglass et al., 1989; Montplaisir and Poirier, 1987; Pollmacher et al., 1990; Partinen et al., 1994). A report also exists of sudden onset of severe narcolepsy with cataplexy one week after a fly bite that caused a large local reaction and neurological disturbances (Montplaisir and Poirier, 1988). These facts, together with the finding of extensive gliosis in human narcoleptic brains (Thannickal et al., 2000a,b), suggest the possibility that the immune system may be responsible for damage to the Hcrt system or its input or output mechanisms in most cases (Siegel, 1999).

While it is unlikely that any immune system involvement in the pathogenesis of human narcolepsy would be identical in nature to any immunological involvement in canine genetic narcolepsy, it is possible that some processes could be shared in common. Immunosuppressive treatment very early in the development of human narcolepsy could produce a reduction of symptoms in humans as well.
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